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A Literature Survey on Cost-Effectiveness of Proton Beam Therapy in the
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Abstract

Context: Proton therapy has currently used to treat brain, spinal and prostate cancers, as well as Breast cancer. Proponents have cited the
modality’s ability to spare healthy tissue, but critics have claimed the benefit gained from its use has not validated its cost in comparison
with photon therapy. The aim of this study was evaluation of proton therapy cost effectiveness versus photon therapy, in the Breast
Cancer management through a literature survey.
Evidence Acquisition: Standard search strategies covering the querying of available online databases (MEDLINE®, PubMed, EMBASE and
Cochrane) have been applied. Database searches have conducted in an iterative manner during June–September 2015 to retrieve articles
related to our policy. No specific key words have required as inclusion criteria; a relatively small number of studies exist on this topic, so
a “bottom-up” search strategy has required.
Results: Three studies have modeled the costs and cost-effectiveness of PBT in breast cancer. The ICER has lied below the threshold for
women at high risk of cardiac disease and so it could be judged cost-effective whereas it was above this threshold for other patients. The
cost per QALY has gained would, however, be considerably lower if a population with high-risk of developing cardiac disease has treated.
Conclusions: It has concluded that proton therapy for breast cancer could be cost-effective if appropriate risk groups have chosen
as targets for the therapy. Also the number of patient whose radiation therapy has considered in their treatment schedule, was other
important factor which could affect the decision on PBT cost effectiveness.
Keywords: Proton Therapy, Breast Cancer, Cost, Cost Effectiveness

1. Context
It has been reported that the risk of ischemic heart disease has increased in women with left breast cancer who
have treated with radiotherapy (1-3). For women with
left breast cancer and receiving post-mastectomy radiotherapy by X-ray, it would be a great challenge to reduce
the dose to the heart if the internal mammary chain has
included in the treatment field. The dosimetric comparisons between X-ray or X-ray/electron and proton beam
have shown that proton is cardiac- and pulmonary-sparing (4) a report of early clinical outcome in 12 patients
has shown that this application of proton therapy was
feasible and well tolerated (5).
Protons were positively-charged subatomic particles
that have been in clinical use as a form of external beam
radiotherapy for over 60 years. In comparison with the
photon X-ray energy that has used in conventional radiotherapy, proton beams have physically attributed

that have been potentially appealing. Specifically, protons have deposited radiation energy at or around the
target, at the end of the range of beam penetration, a
phenomenon has known as the Bragg peak (6). In contrast, photons deliver radiation across tissue had depth
on the way toward the target tumor. The total radiation
dose for proton therapy has delivered in the “spread out
Bragg peak” (SOBP) region from multiple proton beams;
proton radiation has delivered to the target tumor as
well as to shallow tissue depths before the target, but
not to deeper tissue depths beyond the target (7). Initial
use of proton beam therapy (PBT) has focused on conditions where sparing very sensitive adjacent normal
tissues has felt to be of utmost importance, such as cancers or noncancerous malformations of the brain stem,
eye, or spinal cord. More recently, however, the use of
PBT has expanded in many settings to treat more com-
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mon cancers such as breast. Proton therapy has offered
a number of other compelling benefits in the management of breast cancer: treatment was noninvasive and
painless, proton therapy was effective for treating early
stage breast cancer, treatment has quickly offered recovery times with minimal side effects, caused less cosmetic damage in comparison with the burn marks caused
by regular radiation, it was more accurate and precise
than other kinds of radiation and treatment has provided in an outpatient. Regarding the above mentioned advantages, the construction of proton centers has grown
substantially over the world. However, while enthusiasm for using PBT has grown in recent years, there have
remained uncertainties regarding its cost-effectiveness
under question. The aim of this study was evaluation of
proton therapy cost effectiveness versus photon therapy, in the Breast Cancer management through a literature survey.

2. Evidence Acquisition
We have focused primary attention on studies that
have involved explicit in comparisons with PBT to one
or more treatment alternatives and measures cost effectiveness. Based on input from our expert advisors and
practical considerations, we have developed literature
review methods that included: inclusion and exclusion
criteria to identify potentially relevant articles, search
strategies to retrieve articles, abstract review protocols,
and a system of scoring published studies for completeness.
This article has provided evidences regarding the key
questions above, the article had to address one of the
predictor variables. The objective of our search strategy was to identify all published papers and all ongoing research concerning the cost and cost-effectiveness
of PBT in the management of patient suffering from
Breast cancer. For the literature review, we have used
standard search strategies involving the querying of
available online databases (MEDLINE®, PubMed, EMBASE and Cochrane). Database searches have conducted in an iterative manner during June–September 2015
to retrieve articles related to our policy. Search terms
included “Proton Therapy,” “Breast Cancer,” “Cost,”
and “Cost-effectiveness.” No specific key words have required as inclusion criteria; a relatively small number
of studies have existed on this topic, so a “bottom-up”
search strategy has required. The reference lists of each
article have reviewed in details to find additional articles. Each article have reviewed independently in full
text, the relevance of retrieved articles have evaluated,
and recorded the main findings of each study in a table. Finally, published studies of the economic impact
of PBT have summarized in response to the question
of this study regarding the costs and cost-effectiveness
of PBT in the management of patient suffering from
Breast cancer.
2

3. Results
Due to the higher capital investment have needed for
the construction of a proton facility and operating costs,
an average course of proton therapy has estimated to be
about 2 - 3 times the cost of IMRT (8-12). With the more
popular use of proton treatment, the cost-effectiveness
comparisons between proton and X-ray treatment have
attracted a lot of attention, especially on some specific
sites such as left side breast cancer (13).
Three studies have modeled the costs and cost-effectiveness of PBT in breast cancer. One U.S.-based study
has examined reimbursement for treatment with 3Dconformal partial breast irradiation using protons or
photons vs. traditional whole breast irradiation (14).
Payments have included those of treatment planning
and delivery as well as patient time and transport. Total per-patient costs had substantially higher for PBT vs.
photon partial irradiation ($13,200 vs. $5,300) but only
modestly increased relative to traditional whole breast
irradiation ($10,600), as the latter incurred higher professional service fees and involved a greater amount of
patient time.
Two additional studies from the same group have assessed the cost-effectiveness of PBT vs. photon radiation
among women with left-sided breast cancer in Sweden
(15, 16). In the first of these, the cost-effectiveness of proton therapy in the treatment of women with left-sided
breast cancer has assessed. A Markov cohort simulation
model has used to simulate the life of patients diagnosed with breast cancers and treated with radiation.
Cost and quality has adjusted life years (QALYs) were
the primary outcome measures. In this study photon
radiation has assumed to increase the risk of ischemic
and other cardiovascular disease as well as Pneumonitis relative to PBT (15); clinical effectiveness has assumed
to be identical. Reductions in adverse events have led to
a gain in quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) (One QALY
equates to one year in perfect health). Equivalent to
approximately one month (12.35 vs. 12.25 for photon).
Costs of PBT were nearly triple those of photon therapy,
however ($11,124 vs. $4,950), leading to an incremental
cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) (ICER is synonymous with
the cost per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained. It is
defined by the difference in cost between two possible
interventions, divided by the difference in their effect)
of $65,875 per QALY gained.

(1)
ICER =

(cost in the intervention group− cost in the control group)
(effect in the intervention group−effect in the control group)

The other study has used essentially the same model but
has focused attention only on women at high risk of cardiac disease (43% higher than general population) (16). In
this instance, a lower ICER has observed ($33,913 per QALY
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gained). National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) has adopted a nominal cost-per-QALY (ICER)
threshold of £20,000 to £30,000 equal to 30800 to 46200
(GBP/USD has assumed approximately 1.54). The ICER lies
below the threshold for women at high risk of cardiac
disease and so it could be judged cost-effective whereas it
was above this threshold for other patients. The cost per
QALY gained would, however, be considerably lower if a
population with high-risk of developing cardiac disease
has treated.
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4. Conclusions
Proton beam therapy (PBT) has used for clinical purposes for over 50 years, and has delivered to tens of
thousands of patients with a variety of cancers and
noncancerous conditions. The clinical benefits of proton therapy have recognized in reducing side effects
when in comparison with photon therapy, but the significant expense of building and maintaining proton
facilities and the high treatment costs have been areas
of concern. The study’s results have demonstrated that
by avoiding years of costly side effects, proton therapy
could be cost-effective for Breast cancer providing the
yearly cost for treating radiation related side effects
was noticeable. Using current risk has estimated the
data on required capital investments, proton therapy
for breast cancer treatment was only cost-effective in
the situation that standard photon radiation leaded to
significant side effects e.g. women at high risk of cardiac disease. It could be concluded that proton therapy
for breast cancer could be cost-effective if appropriate
risk groups have chosen as targets for the therapy. Also
the number of patient who radiation therapy has considered in their treatment schedule was other important factor which could affect the decision on PBT cost
effectiveness.
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